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Sit back and knit your story

T

his is an enchanting collection of unique designs, 18 pairs of socks
and 6 pairs of mittens. Each design is a treat: you can savour intarsia
and lace, structured stitches and cables and braids. Whatever the
technique, with detailed instructions you can just sit back and get in the flow.
This book is divided into three sections, each with their own theme. In
section 1, there is love in the air. Section 2 takes us to the magic kingdom of
animals, the realm of proud peacocks, whispering water nymphs and beautiful
butterflies. Section 3 is a trip around the world, from deep forests to bustling
cities, deserts and finally to Fairyland.
“I created these designs with great care and took my time with the final touches,
and I’m glad to say they all turned out the way I envisioned,” says Niina
Laitinen. “For me, this collection is a treasure chest of memories and moments,
people and landscapes. I worked on these designs with warmth in my heart and
calm in my mind, and that is what I now wish to share with all knitters.”

6 + 2 patterns
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